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For admirers of The
Power of Now, Eckhart
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Tolle's wisdom now
comes in a highly
accessible form ? an
elegant boxed set of
color cards. Each
inspirational card
expresses a quotation
from the book on one
side and art on the
other to aid busy
people with their daily
meditations. Topics
covered include
discovering portals to
the now, rising above
thought, transforming
suﬀering into peace,
and creating
enlightened
relationships.
How the Brain Creates
the Taste of Wine
Harper Collins
Gin & tonic, the long
drink of the 80's, is
hipper than ever.
Cocktail bars and
restaurants are
creating astonishingly
varied gin menus, and
the present trend in
the ﬂourishing market
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is a mark of this true
revival. Gin is in.
Stephane Reynaud's
Barbecue & Grill Hay
House, Inc
This is a book about
how to drink gin of all
kinds. It's about classic
gins and newgeneration gins, about
gins from all over the
world. It's about gin
enjoyed with tonic and
Sicilian lemonade.
About the perfect
martini gin and the
best gin for a negroni.
It's about juniperheavy and delicate
aromatic gins. About
gin cocktails that ooze
style and personality.
Above all it's about
enjoying your gin in
ways you never
thought possible. With
more gin brands
available than ever
before, it is the time to
set out what makes gin
special, what its
ﬂavours are and how to
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get the most out of the
brands you buy. For
this new edition, Dave
has revised more than
half of the entries to
include the best gins
available today. Praise
for the ﬁrst edition of
Gin: The Manual: 'You
could not write a more
sophisticated book or
pack more detail onto
each page...it is rocket
science impressive' Huﬃngton Post
101 Gins to Try Before
You Die
Amazoncrossing
In his new book,
Gordon M. Shepherd
expands on the
startling discovery that
the brain creates the
taste of wine. This
approach to
understanding wine's
sensory experience
draws on ﬁndings in
neuroscience,
biomechanics, human
physiology, and
traditional enology.
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Shepherd shows, just
as he did in
Neurogastronomy: How
the Brain Creates
Flavor and Why It
Matters, that creating
the taste of wine
engages more of the
brain than does any
other human behavior.
He clearly illustrates
the scientiﬁc
underpinnings of this
process, along the way
enhancing our
enjoyment of wine.
Neuroenology is the
ﬁrst book on wine
tasting by a
neuroscientist. It
begins with the
movements of wine
through the mouth and
then consults recent
research to explain the
function of retronasal
smell and its
extraordinary power in
creating wine taste.
Shepherd
comprehensively
explains how the
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speciﬁc sensory
pathways in the
cerebral cortex create
the memory of wine
and how language is
used to identify and
imprint wine
characteristics.
Intended for a broad
audience of
readers—from amateur
wine drinkers to
sommeliers, from
casual foodies to
seasoned
chefs—Neuroenology
shows how the emotion
of pleasure is the ﬁnal
judge of the wine
experience. It includes
practical tips for a
scientiﬁcally informed
wine tasting and closes
with a delightful
account of Shepherd's
experience tasting
classic Bordeaux
vintages with French
winemaker Jean-Claude
Berrouet of the
Chateau Petrus and
Dominus Estate.
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Modernization,
Development, and U.S.
Foreign Policy from the
Cold War to the
Present Mercury Web
Publishing
Getting right to the
heart of why Gordon
Ramsay is such a
celebrated chef, this
book shows 50 of his
classic recipes
presented as they
would be in one of his
restaurants. It then
shows the dishes
presented in a
domestic situation with
full recipes and stepby-step instructions to
recreate them yourself.
Pride and Pudding
New World Library
Become an
extraordinary resultsproducing champion
for humanity and
yourself! In life there
are two types of
people. The ﬁrst are
those who are nice,
good-hearted, and
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compassionate but
can’t make much
happen. The other kind
can make everything
happen—they’re the
creators, the gogetters, and the
aggressive producers
in society—however,
they’re often selfcentered, greedy, and
unethical. Wouldn’t it
be great if you could
make things happen in
a really big way but not
lose your integrity? The
Compassionate
Samurai will show you
the way to produce
extraordinary results in
a dog-eat-dog world
and still maintain the
highest levels of
ethics.You’ll learn:•
How to always be
satisﬁed and motivated
regardless of your
circumstances• Why all
people have freedom
but very few have
liberty• What
competing
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commitments are and
how they prevent you
from having what you
want in life• The secret
to operating optimally
in an untrustworthy
environment• How to
make the shift from
scarcity to abundance
even if you’re knee
deep in debt . . .and
much, much more!
Christmas with
Gordon Columbia
University Press
A captivating journey
through oﬀ-the-beatenpath French wine
country with 100
simple yet exquisite
recipes, 150
sumptuous
photographs, and
stories inspired by life
in a small village.
“Francophiles, this
book is pure Gallic food
porn.” —The Wall
Street Journal Readers
everywhere fell in love
with Mimi Thorisson,
her family, and their
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band of smooth fox
terriers through her
blog, Manger, and
debut cookbook, A
Kitchen in France. In
French Country
Cooking, the family
moves to an
abandoned old château
in Médoc. While
shopping for local
ingredients, cooking,
and renovating the
house, Mimi meets the
farmers and artisans
who populate the
village and learns
about the former
owner of the house, an
accomplished local
cook. Here are recipes
inspired by this
eccentric cast of
characters, including
White Asparagus
Souﬄé, Wine Harvest
Pot au Feu, Endives
with Ham, and Salted
Butter Chocolate Cake.
Featuring evocative
photographs taken by
Mimi’s husband, Oddur
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Thorisson, and
illustrated endpapers,
this cookbook is a
charming jaunt to an
untouched corner of
France that has thus
far eluded the
spotlight.
Creative and Classic
Gins Birlinn Publishers
Independence in the
Albanian mountains
means a vow to
become a man independence in
America means
reclaiming her
womanhood.
the complete guide
for the perfect mix
Harvill Secker
Miniguida chic e
festosa del gin
tonicPiccoli
spuntiniAllegretto con
spiritoGin&tonic e
Martini in viaggio tra
letture e memorieLIT
EDIZIONI
Transforming Fear,
Anger, and Jealousy
into Creative Energy
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Lannoo Meulenhoﬀ Belgium
The Oxford Book of
English Short Stories
celebrates the
excellences of the
English short story. The
thirty-seven stories
featured here are
selected from the
nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, by
authors ranging from
Dickens, Trollope, and
Hardy to J. G. Ballard,
Angela Carter, and Ian
McEwan. They pack
together comedy and
tragedy, farce and
delicacy, elegance and
the grotesque, with
language as various as
the subject-matter.
Botany at the Bar
Hardie Grant
After World War II, a
powerful conviction
took hold among
American intellectuals
and policymakers: that
the United States could
profoundly accelerate
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and ultimately direct
the development of the
decolonizing world,
serving as a
modernizing force
around the globe. By
accelerating economic
growth, promoting
agricultural expansion,
and encouraging the
rise of enlightened
elites, they hoped to
link development with
security, preventing
revolutions and rapidly
creating liberal,
capitalist states. In The
Right Kind of
Revolution, Michael E.
Latham explores the
role of modernization
and development in
U.S. foreign policy from
the early Cold War
through the present.
The modernization
project rarely went as
its architects
anticipated. Nationalist
leaders in postcolonial
states such as India,
Ghana, and Egypt
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pursued their own
independent visions of
development. Attempts
to promote
technological solutions
to development
problems also created
unintended
consequences by
increasing inequality,
damaging the
environment, and
supporting coercive
social policies. In
countries such as
Guatemala, South
Vietnam, and Iran, U.S.
oﬃcials and
policymakers turned to
modernization as a
means of
counterinsurgency and
control, ultimately
shoring up dictatorial
regimes and
exacerbating the very
revolutionary dangers
they wished to resolve.
Those failures
contributed to a
growing challenge to
modernization theory
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in the late 1960s and
1970s. Since the end of
the Cold War the faith
in modernization as a
panacea has
reemerged. The idea of
a global New Deal,
however, has been
replaced by a
neoliberal emphasis on
the power of markets
to shape developing
nations in benevolent
ways. U.S.
policymakers have
continued to insist that
history has a clear,
universal direction, but
events in Iraq and
Afghanistan give the lie
to modernization's
false hopes and
appealing promises.
The Mastery of Love:
a Practical Guide to
the Art of
Relationship: a
Toltec Wisdom Book
by Don Miguel Ruiz
Mitchell Beazley
In The Mastery of Love,
don Miguel Ruiz
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illuminates the fearbased beliefs and
assumptions that
undermine love and
lead to suﬀering and
drama in our
relationships. Using
insightful stories to
bring his message to
life, Ruiz shows us how
to heal our emotional
wounds, recover the
freedom and joy that
are our birthright, and
restore the spirit of
playfulness that is vital
to loving relationships.
The Mastery of Love
includes: * Why
"domestication" and
the "image of
perfection" lead to selfrejection * The war of
control that slowly
destroys most
relationships * Why we
hunt for love in others,
and how to capture the
love inside us * How to
ﬁnally accept and
forgive ourselves and
others "Happiness can
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only come from inside
of you and is the result
of your love. When you
are aware that no one
else can make you
happy, and that
happiness is the result
of your love, this
becomes the greatest
mastery of the Toltec:
the Mastery of Love." don Miguel Ruiz
140+ New Recipes,
Clever Ideas and
Speedy Solutions for
Every Day
HarperCollins
Cooking in large
batches is the perfect
way to save time and
money. It also often
turns out to be the
healthier option –
saving you from readymeals and take-out;
allows you to cook your
produce when it's most
fresh; and reduces how
much food you throw
away. In Batch
Cooking, Keda Black
shows you how to get
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ahead of the game by
using just two hours
every Sunday to plan
what you are eating for
the week ahead and
get most of your prep
out of the way. By
Sunday evening, you
are looking forward to
ﬁve delicious
weeknight meals, and
enjoying an
overwhelming sense of
calm about the week
ahead. The book
covers thirteen menus,
with an easy-to-follow
shopping list and a
handy guide for how to
tweak your plans for
the season or your
dietary requirements.
Each menu is broken
down into the Sunday
preparation time and a
day-by-day method to
ﬁnishing the recipe.
Recipes include a
heartening
Lemongrass, Coconut,
Coriander and Ginger
Soup, a delightful
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Green Shakshuka with
Feta and an
astoundingly easy Pear
Brownie.
Allegretto con
spirito White Star
Publishers
"Starting with charred
fried rice and ending
with ﬂaky pineapple
tarts, Cheryl Lu-Lien
Tan takes us along on
a personal journey that
most can only
fantasize about--an
exploration of family
history and culture
through a mastery of
home-cooked dishes.
Tan's delectable
education through the
landscape of
Singaporean cuisine
teaches us that food is
the tie that binds." -Jennifer 8. Lee, author
of The Fortune Cookie
Chronicles After
growing up in the most
food-obsessed city in
the world, Cheryl LuLien Tan left home and
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family at eighteen for
America--proof of the
rebelliousness of
daughters born in the
Year of the Tiger. But
as a thirtysomething
fashion writer in New
York, she felt the
Singaporean dishes
that deﬁned her
childhood beginning to
call her back. Was it
too late to learn the
secrets of her
grandmothers' and
aunties' kitchens, as
well as the tumultuous
family history that had
kept them hidden
before In her quest to
recreate the dishes of
her native Singapore
by cooking with her
family, Tan learned not
only cherished recipes
but long-buried stories
of past generations. A
Tiger in the Kitchen,
which includes ten
authentic recipes for
Singaporean classics
such as pineapple tarts
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and Teochew braised
duck, is the charming,
beautifully written
story of a ChineseSingaporean ex-pat
who learns to infuse
her New York lifestyle
with the rich lessons of
the Singaporean
kitchen, ultimately
reconnecting with her
family and herself.
Reading Group Guide
available online and
included in the eBook.
A Memoir of Food and
Family Allen & Unwin
- Ninety-four delicious
recipes for Italy's
answer to fast food Chef Alessandro
Frassica emphasizes
the use of fresh
ingredients in
imaginative
combinations What
could be more simple
than a pan'ino? Take
some bread and butter,
slice it through the
middle and ﬁll it. Seen
in this way, the
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sandwich is almost an
"anti-cuisine", a
nomadic shortcut that
allows for speed and
little thought. But when
Alessandro Frassica
thinks about his
pan'ino, he considers it
in a diﬀerent way, not
as a shortcut, but as an
instrument for telling
stories, creating layers
of tales right there
between the bread and
its butter. Because
even if the sandwich is
simple, it is not
necessarily so easy to
create. Alessandro
searches for
ingredients, and in the
raw foods he ﬁnds
people: producers of
pecorino cheese from
Benevento, anchovies
from Cetara, 'nduja
spicy salami from
Calabria. Then he
studies the
combinations, the
consistencies and the
temperature, because
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a pan'ino is not just a
random object;
savoury must be
complemented by
sweet; tapenade
softens and provides
moisture; bread should
be warmed but not
dried; thus the
sandwich becomes a
simple way of saying
many excellent things,
including ﬁnding a
complexity of ﬂavours
that can thrill in just
one bite.
Simple Dinners LIT
EDIZIONI
Donna?s
groundbreaking book,
THE INSTANT COOK,
now comes in a
beautiful paperback
edition. Showcasing
fuss-free recipes,
Donna?s trademark
modern photography
and styling - plus her
tips on how to get the
best results out of
whatever you?re
making for cooking -
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this is the book to turn
to when asked ?what?s
for dinner??. Whether
you need to whip up
busy midweek fare for
a famished family or
present something chic
and easy for a casual
weekend dinner with
friends ? time is on
your side with Donna
Hay?s moreish
collection of over 190
inspiring recipes.
Donna gives her
readers the know-how
and conﬁdence to
create great meals that
are ﬁlling and
substantial at short
notice: soup; salads;
pasta; rice & noodles;
chicken; meat; ﬁsh +
seafood; vegetables;
sweets. Each chapter
also includes a new
feature; in which
Donna shows you one
essential sauce or dish
with three very clever
twists for you to then
create three very fresh
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and original meals and
concludes with her
ever-popular ?short
order? ideas: quick
dishes to serve on the
side or as meals on
their own; using simple
methods and ﬂavour
combinations.
Introduction to
Airborne Radar
Miniguida chic e
festosa del gin tonic
A fun, romantic read,
perfect for fans of
Sarah Dessen and
Susane Colasanti!
What happens when
Matt and Ella reunite
one year after their
breakup? Are second
chances really
possible? Before Matt,
Ella had a plan. Get
over her ex-boyfriend
and graduate high
school—simple as that.
But Matt—the cute,
shy, bespectacled bass
player—was never part
of that plan. And
neither was attending
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a party that was
crashed by the cops
just minutes after they
arrived. Or spending an
entire night saying
"yes" to every crazy,
fun thing they could
think of. But then Matt
leaves town, breaking
Ella's heart. And when
he shows up a year
later—wanting to relive
the night that brought
them together—Ella
isn't sure whether
Matt's worth a second
chance. Or if recreating the past can
help them create a
diﬀerent future.
Fresh and Light Piccoli
spuntini
PEN/Hemingway Award
Winner: A “gorgeous”
novel weaving together
stories of Poland past
and present in one
whimsically romantic
epic (Chicago Tribune).
On the eve of World
War II, in a small Polish
village, a young man
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nicknamed the Pigeon
falls in love with a girl
fabled for her angelic
looks. To build a place
in Anielica’s heart, he
transforms her family’s
modest hut into a
beautiful home. But
war arrives, cutting
short their courtship
and sending the young
lovers oﬀ to the
promise of a fresh start
in Krakow. Nearly ﬁfty
years later, the
couple’s
granddaughter, Beata,
repeats this journey,
seeking a new life in
the fairy-tale city of her
grandmother’s stories.
But instead of the
rumored prosperity of
the New Poland, she
discovers a city full of
frustrated youths,
caught between its
future and its past.
Taken in by her toughtalking cousin, Irena,
and her glamorous
daughter, Magda,
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Beata struggles to ﬁnd
her own place in the
world. But unexpected
events—tragedies and
miracles both—change
lives and open eyes. “A
whimsical debut,”
(New York Times Book
Review) A Long, Long
Time Ago and
Essentially True
weaves together two
remarkable stories,
reimagining half a
century of Polish
history through the
legacy of one
unforgettable love
aﬀair. This magical,
heartbreaking novel
“rings hauntingly,
enchantingly, real”
(National Geographic
Traveler). “With a
touch of Marina
Lewycka and a dash of
Captain Corelli’s
Mandolin, this is
storytelling that gets
under your skin and
forces you to press
copies into your best
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friends’ hands.” —Elle
(UK) “Funny and
romantic like all the
best true stories.”
—Charlotte Mendelson,
author of When We
Were Bad
The History of British
Puddings, Savoury and
Sweet Quadrille
Publishing
An intranet portal
project may well be the
ﬁrst and last project in
your organisation that
truly touches
everyone, from the
oﬃce of your CEO to
the newest recruit. It
may well be the most
signiﬁcant investment
that you ever make in
your people, their
processes and their
systems and has the
power and potential to
transform your
organisation. However,
it can be a tough
project to deliver,
bringing great
exposure to its
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participants. All your
customers will be only
a small march away
down the corridor and
will all know where you
live! Considering the
$1.5 billion market for
intranet portal
technology worldwide,
there are surprisingly
few books on the topic
(and those typically
either very technical or
very theoretical). The
Intranet Portal Guide is
a deliberately practical
handbook for the
stressed middle
manager, seeking to
make things happen in
their organisation. The
book is divided into
three sections (before,
during and after) and
31 chapters,
addressing everything
from the key issue of
how to make the
business case through
to ongoing
performance
enhancement and
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beneﬁt realisation. It is
packed full of tools,
templates, plans and
processes for
successful delivery based on real life
experience of
implementation at two
major UK companies.
The Power of Now
Inst of Engineering &
Technology
Bere è unesperienza
gradevole ma molto
seria, da vivere con la
massima diligenza.
Questo libro presenta
una breve storia del
gin, lo spirito eletto per
i cocktail gin&tonic e
martini, alla scoperta
tramite le incursioni
più disparate nella
storia, nei viaggi, nelle
letture e nel cinema
delle sue innumerevoli
proprietà. Miscele
perfette e sempre
perfettibili,
terapeutiche per il
corpo e per lanima,
capaci di creare
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atmosfere per
confessare segreti,
ﬁrmare trattati di pace,
conquistare o lasciarsi
con stile, divertirsi
insieme o meditare in
silenzio. E se non si è
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in grado di cogliere la
diﬀerenza tra il saper
bere e lubriacarsi
meglio lasciar perdere
e accontentarsi di uno
spritz allaperol.
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